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The Protest

Written by Samantha Thornhill
Illustrated by Shirley Ng-Benitez
9781643792088 (HC) | 9781643792095 (PB) | Ages 4-7 | January 2021
In this new book in the popular Confetti Kids series, Lily and her friends
organize a protest in order to save their neighborhood public garden from
being demolished.

Pablo’s Pet

Written by Sheri Tan
Illustrated by Shirley Ng-Benitez
9781643792064 (HC) 9781643792071 (PB) | Ages 4-7 | January 2021
When Pablo must deal with the loss of his beloved pet fish, the Confetti
Kids gather to support him.

Butterfly for a King: Saving Hawai‛i’s
Kamehameha Butterflies
Written by Cindy Trumbore and Susan L. Roth
Illustrated by Susan L. Roth
9781620149713 | Ages 8-12 | February 2021

The fascinating true story of a beautiful native Hawaiian butterfly, a great
Hawaiian warrior king, and current-day efforts by scientists and citizens to
restore the butterfly’s declining population.

Strong as Fire, Fierce as Flame
Written by Supriya Kelkar
9781643790404 | Ages 8-12 | February 2021

In 1857 India, 12-year-old Meera escapes a life she has no say in—and
certain death on her husband’s funeral pyre—only to end up a servant to a
British general in the East India Company. When a rebellion against British
colonizers spreads, she must choose between relative safety in a British
household or standing up for herself and her people.

The Electric Slide and Kai
Written by Kelly Baptist
Illustrated by Darnell Johnson
9781643790527 | Ages 5-8 | March 2021

Kai is the only member of his family who can’t get the dance steps to the
Electric Slide right. But Kai is determined to bust a move in this fun and
sweet celebration of African American families.
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Kiyoshi’s Walk

Written by Mark Karlins
Illustrated by Nicole Wong
9781620149584 | Ages 6-8 | March 2021
Where do poems come from? This beautiful picture book about a young aspiring poet and
his grandfather shows that the answer lies all around us—if we take the time to look.

If I Were a Tree

Written by Andrea Zimmerman
Illustrated by Jing Jing Tsong
9781620148013 | Ages 4-8 | April 2021
Two siblings journey into the woods in a tender story of branching out and new growth
from acclaimed writer Andrea Zimmerman and New York Times bestselling illustrator
Jing Jing Tsong.

I'll Build You a Bookcase / Te haré tu propio Librero
Written by Jean Fahey
Illustrated by Simone Shin
9781643794549 | Ages 4-6 | April 2021
Also available in Vietnamese, Mandarin, and Arabic bilingual versions.

In this charming bilingual picture book, children and their caregivers work together to build
home libraries and discover the magic and wonder of reading books. En este encantador
libro bilingüe, niños y sus cuidadores trabajan juntos para construir un librero y descubren
la magia y la maravilla de leer libros.

Boy, Everywhere

Written by A. M. Dassu
9781643791968 | Ages 8-12 | April 2021
What turns citizens into refugees and then immigrants? In this powerful middle-grade
debut, Sami and his family embark on a harrowing journey to save themselves from the
Syrian civil war.

Magic Like That

Written by Samara Cole Doyon
Illustrated by Geneva Bowers
9781643790701 | Ages 5-8 | Sep 2021
In this celebration of Black Girl Magic, a young girl finds confidence and excitement in the
versatility of her natural hair and the way her different hairstyles reflect the natural world.
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My Magic Wand

Written by Pat Mora
Illustrated by Amber Alvarez
9781643790855 | Ages 4-6 | Sep 2021
From bestselling Latina author Pat Mora comes a collection of poems
celebrating a young child's growth and everyday experiences
throughout the seasons of a year.

Black Was the Ink

Written by Michelle Coles
9781643794310 | Ages 13-and up | Sep 2021
Through the help of a ghostly ancestor, sixteen-year-old Malcolm is
sent on a journey through Reconstruction-era America to find his place
in modern-day Black progress.

The Shadow Prince

Written by David Anthony Durham
9781643794280 | Ages 8-13 | Sep 2021
In this middle grade solarpunk novel set in an alternate Egyptian
universe, twelve-year-old Ash must compete and survive to become
the shadow--and protector--of the prince.

Miosotis Flores Never Forgets
Written by Hilda Eunice Burgos
9781643790657 | Ages 9-12 | Oct 2021

Perfect for fans of Meg Medina and Barbara O'Connor, this heartfelt
novel about family, pets, and other things we hold close is one that
you'll never forget.

Nibi's Water Song

Written by Sunshine Tenasco
Illustrated by Chief Lady Bird
9781643794822 | Ages 3-6 | Oct 2021
This bright and vivacious book from two Native creators celebrates the
energy, moxie, and determination of water activists of all ages.

Clockwork Curandera, Volume 1:
The Witch Owl Parliament
by David Bowles & Raúl the Third
9781620145920 | Ages 12-and Up | Oct 2021
Also available in Spanish.

Discover a graphic novel unlike any other--a brilliant steampunk
reimagining of Frankenstein set in colonial Mexico.
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